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This article proposes that knowledge of cultural expectations concerning ethical responses to unintentional harm can help students and physicians better to understand patients’ distress when physicians fail to disclose, apologise for, and make amends for harmful medical errors. While not universal, the Judeo-Christian traditions of confession, repentance, and forgiveness inform the cultural expectations of many individuals within secular western societies. Physicians’ professional obligations concerning truth telling reflect these expectations and are inclusive of the disclosure of medical error, while physicians may express a need for self-forgiveness after making errors and should be aware that patients may also rely upon forgiveness as a means of dealing with harm. The article recommends that learning how to disclose errors, apologise to injured patients, ensure that these patients’ needs are met, and confront the emotional dimensions of one’s own mistakes should be part of medical education and reinforced by the conduct of senior physicians.

Physicians are inclined to be honest with their patients, but telling the truth and taking responsibility for one’s mistakes may challenge a physician’s commitment to honesty. If physicians believe “disclosure means exposure”, their instinct for self-preservation may prevail over their desire and professional obligation to tell the truth.1 When these two contradictory impulses—to disclose mistakes and to conceal them—come into play in incidents of medical error, it is disturbing to patients and physicians alike.

Understanding cultural expectations concerning responses to harmful error can provide physicians with insight into injured patients’ needs. In this article, we discuss two of these expectations: truth telling and forgiveness. Our reflections are supplemented by observations from clinicians and educators, in the literature and through informal conversations.

RELIGIOUS VALUES IN SECULAR SOCIETIES

Whether or not we consider ourselves to be personally religious, secular western societies continue to be influenced by Judeo-Christian norms concerning social ethics. For example, “forgiveness” has become an important area of theoretical enquiry and empirical research for social scientists, legal scholars, and ethicists seeking to draw upon recognised cultural norms, often but not exclusively derived from religion, to effect reconciliation in the political sphere.2 4 Other legal scholars, whose research focuses on health law and tort reform, are also looking at apology and forgiveness, among other concepts whose language and practices may be derived from or associated with Judeo-Christian religious and cultural traditions.5

Learning more about how these influential traditions handle human fallibility can help physicians to understand why patients and families affected by adverse incidents expect an explanation, an apology, and assurance that such incidents will not happen again.5 As the examples suggest, these traditions also highlight the cultural importance of forgiveness as a strategy for dealing with harm. When a physician refuses to tell an injured patient what really happened, the patient may literally not be able to forgive this physician, and may not be able to detach and move on from a distressing event.

In the Old Testament, the most frequently used word for “error” is het, meaning “to miss the mark”.6 7 When one misses the mark in terms of another person, Jewish and Christian traditions prescribe a series of concrete, reciprocal practices: confession, which includes disclosure and apology; repentance, which includes the actions that the person who has harmed another undertakes to compensate for the error; and forgiveness, through which the person who has been harmed signals that he or she has been adequately compensated.8 These practices may serve as a lifelong reference point for ethical conduct. For example, the Lord’s Prayer is a touchstone for many Christians with respect to ethical behaviour concerning error and forgiveness. It is based on Matthew 6:9–13,9 and should be compared with Luke 11:2–4.10 This prayer includes a ritualised confession—“forgive us our trespasses, as we forgive those who trespass against us”—in which the Greek word ophielastata, often rendered in English as “trespasses”, literally means “debts”, suggesting that something is owed when we make a mistake. Even without knowing Greek, we know that to “trespass” means to violate a boundary. When we trespass by making a mistake, we need to acknowledge we have crossed a line and may have caused damage to the property—the body, the life—of another person.

FORGIVENESS AND “CHEAP GRACE”

While clinical research suggests the ability to forgive is a mark of psychological health,10 11 a coercive approach to forgiveness ignores its responsive character and makes the harmed party responsible for making things right. To expect forgiveness without first disclosing, apologising for, and making amends for one’s mistakes is to expect what Christian theologian Dietrich Bonhoeffer disparagingly calls “cheap grace”.12 As a theological concept, grace describes the relationship between a person and the loving God who forgives the errors this person will inevitably make. As an ethical concept, grace describes human relationships in which dignity is honoured and life affirmed or improved.
through concrete acts.\textsuperscript{13} Cheap grace is the devaluing of these relationships.

**SELF-FORGIVENESS**

The issue of “self-forgiveness” may arise when physicians talk about their own errors. One physician, defining what members of his profession mean by self-forgiveness as “freedom from guilt and self-hatred”, questions this appropriation of traditional language: “there must be a self-transcending aspect to forgiveness—or it does not occur.”\textsuperscript{14} This physician has recognised that self-forgiveness can be cheap grace if it excludes consideration of the patient. However, if by self-forgiveness physicians really mean “freedom from guilt and self-hatred” after the existential blow of harming a patient, then it can be construed as a process separate from, related to, and ideally following from the ethical process of forgiveness. Helping to heal the wound in the physician–patient relationship by fulfilling a patient’s cultural expectations may therefore help physicians to “forgive” themselves by helping them to recover their identities as healers.

**CONFESSION**

Bonhoeffer argues that the most effective way to grasp one’s ethical responsibilities in a given situation is to see it “from the perspective of those who suffer.”\textsuperscript{15} This perspective can be useful to a physician who is grappling with the practical questions of what to say and do after medical mistakes. Recognising that this perspective belongs to the injured patient, and that one’s own feelings cannot be conflated with or substituted for those of the patient, may help physicians to keep the patient’s needs uppermost, while addressing their own needs in an appropriate manner. Disclosure and apology, the “confession” that begins the process culminating in the patient’s cultural expectations, may help physicians to “forgive” themselves by helping them to recover their identities as healers.

**REPENDANCE**

Simply “telling the truth”, and even apologising, are unlikely in themselves to fulfil a patient’s expectations.
Demonstrating to the injured patient and the family that their experience has been treated seriously, and that measures have been taken to prevent a recurrence, constitute the next step of the process. Other actions that physicians and hospitals can take include: providing fair compensation for injuries, with the burden of compensation shared among responsible parties; offering patients and families access to counselling services; and inviting them to contribute to the hospital’s quality improvement process by sharing their experience. Findings from one US study suggest that providing fair compensation prevents malpractice suits not only because patients receive adequate financial settlements, but also because maintaining a caregiving relationship with patients and families “diminishes the anger and desire for revenge that often motivates patients’ litigation”.

Honouring the patient’s perspective also means accepting the difficulty that some patients will not want any contact with those responsible for their injuries. Physicians should not expect to hear any patient say “I forgive you” as a quid pro quo for disclosure, apology, and repentance. The goal is to make it possible for patients to forgive, not to obligate them to do so. Physicians and staff involved in disclosing an error must be careful not to take advantage of any patient’s religious or cultural orientation towards forgiveness. Western religious and cultural norms, while influential, are not universal. A growing literature on cultural autonomy and medical decision making attests to differing norms with respect to breaking bad news and other aspects of physician–patient communication.”

Informal discussions with professionals familiar with Hinduism and Buddhism reveal different metaphors—for example, “compassion” rather than “forgiveness”—and different ways of describing what is expected after one person harms another. More attention is needed to non-western paradigms of ethical behaviour after an error has occurred so that physicians can be attuned to differing cultural expectations among their patients. This is emphatically not to say that physicians should appropriate the perceived or assumed cultural norms of their patients. Rather, it is to say that they should, at minimum, be aware that, just as a patient’s “explanatory model” of a health problem is to some extent culturally derived, so a patient’s expectations of what ought to be said and done after a mistake that is harmful to that patient’s health may also be shaped by religious-cultural norms concerning appropriate means of dealing with unintentional harm. The same point may, of course, be made about physicians’ own expectations, which are shaped by the cultural norms of medicine. As Arthur Kleinman asks in remarks cited by Anne Fadiman: “If you can’t see that your own culture has its own set of interests, emotions, and biases, how can you expect to deal successfully with someone else’s culture?”

CONCLUSION

David Hilfiker writes that if health care providers “cannot—to some extent—see the world from the victim’s point of view, they’ll have a difficult time developing an ethical framework in which to work.” Seeing medical errors from the perspective of patients’ cultural expectations may make it easier for the medical profession to handle errors in ways that meet patients’ needs. Paying attention to cultural expectations surrounding error and forgiveness may also help the physician who has disclosed, apologised, and made amends for a mistake to meet his or her own needs.
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